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Figure 1: Illustration of word typing in proposed AGTex keyboard. It has two modes: Exploration and Gesture. (1): User explores
the location of the first character of the target word in the Exploration mode. (2): The Gesture mode gets triggered once users
lift their fingers off the first character. (3-4): If users land their fingers within the pre-defined sensitivity region centered on
the selected key, they can continue to draw the gesture of the word to input the text. (5-6): When drawing the gesture of a word
is done, users simply lift their fingers, and AGTex switches back to Exploration mode. The ‘white’ and ‘green’ volume-icons
represent different earcons in Exploration and Gesture mode.

ABSTRACT
Gesture typing–entering a word by gliding the finger sequentially over letter to letter– has been widely supported
on smartphones for sighted users. However, this input paradigm is currently inaccessible to blind users: it is difficult to
draw shape gestures on a virtual keyboard without access
to key visuals. This paper describes the design of accessible
gesture typing, to bring this input paradigm to blind users. To
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help blind users figure out key locations, the design incorporates the familiar screen-reader supported touch exploration
that narrates the keys as the user drags the finger across
the keyboard. The design allows users to seamlessly switch
between exploration and gesture typing mode by simply
lifting the finger. Continuous touch-exploration like audio
feedback is provided during word shape construction that
helps the user glide in the right direction of the key locations
constituting the word. Exploration mode resumes once word
shape is completed. Distinct earcons help distinguish gesture typing mode from touch exploration mode, and thereby
avoid unintended mix-ups. A user study with 14 blind people shows 35% increment in their typing speed, indicative of
the promise and potential of gesture typing technology for
non-visual text entry.
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